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You can have a Desktop Gremlin sitting on your desk in just a few short minutes! Print this page on glossy photo paper (for best results) a
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Cloud background piece (cut out on gray line)
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See how you rotated this page
around to read this text more
easily? The same rule
applies to scissor
Whiz! cutting. Rotate the
PAPER while cutting–not the
scissors for pro-looking edges!

Cloud foreground curve (cut out on gray line)
Hey! A little extra help here
to spot these orange and
blue assembly slots!
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Note: The
photo above
shows what
the BACK of
the base
cylinder
looks like
when
assembled.

Base cylinder
(cut out on black line)
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1) Trim out the 5 pieces that form your gremlin on
the outline borders as noted. Don’t forget to cut the
colored assembly slots in each piece. 2) On the left side of the “base cylinder” note
the dashed lines. Fold on these dashed lines to create triangle-shaped gaps to help
form a loop-type shape. Then unfold the triangles to secure. (see photo)
3) Match up the color-coded assembly slots to add cloud background, middle
and foreground curve before finishing with the base anchor.

INSTRUCTIONS

Cloud
middle
piece
(cut out on
gray line)

Base anchor for bottom of cylinder (cut out on gray line)
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In the days when sailing ships ruled the seas, the storms and winds of nature had tremendous power.
So much power that a special kind of magic was born—and it arrived two forms. One called a “Bonny”
and one called a “Tempest.” A “Bonny” was a helpful storm that always seemed to push the sailors in
the direction they wanted to go. A helpful guide that kept their sails full and their hulls off the rocks.
As sailing ships began to disappear from the seas, the magic searched for new horizons—like your desk.
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